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the third annual xiuzhong musical ran from May 22 to 23, featuring a cast of thirty-three and a crew of six. Leadership of the

production this year was taken on by director Zoe Durner-Feiler and musical director Annie Lin, with supporting direction from director emeritus
Michael Schmale and technical assistance from Brendan Woo.
The Fellows began discussions about the musical in August, finally deciding to put on a performance of Aladdin inspired by the Disney version.
They advertised the play in an edition of the Yale-Xiuzhong Journal (see “Fellows Engage Xiuning Community Outside Classroom”), and the students
began their preparations in December, when the fellows conducted acting workshops and singing auditions. After casting was completed, it
was time for the students to learn lines, music, and blocking, while Zoe and Michael worked out choreography at night after dinner. The fellows
convened at Disneyland during Spring Festival vacation to take notes on the live performance of
Aladdin that was running there.
In the spring semester, the rehearsal schedule picked up, and the directors undertook the
challenging tasks of creating sets and props and securing a venue, both of which required
extensive interaction in the local community. For the most visually impressive scene in the play,
Annie and Brendan fashioned a sedan chair for Aladdin using the top of a student’s desk and
two bamboo poles, requisitioned from the renovation scaffolding around the school museum.
Even as the “Arabian” palace backdrop, stalactites, golden treasure, and other props came
together, however, the venue from the previous year became unavailable. In the end, the Fellows
successfully petitioned the Xiuzhong administration and the Xiuning County Bureau of Culture
to secure the Haiyang Theater, a beautiful traditional-style building in downtown Xiuning.
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‘Tis the Season to be Jolly in America
By Michael Schmale

Most Chinese students
know some basic facts about
Christmas. They know it is a
Christian holiday, celebrating the birth of Jesus. They
also know about Santa Claus,
and how he flies all over the
world, bringing presents to
children. And, of course,
families decorate their
homes with a Christmas tree,
which is covered in lights
and ornaments. These, how-

ever, are just the most basic
parts of this holiday.
Other important parts of
Christmas include music,
food (especially sweets and
candy), and spending time
with family and friends.
Christmas music can be split
into two kinds: religious and
secular. Religious songs are
often about angels and the
birth of baby Jesus, while
secular songs are often about
winter weather, holiday
spirit, and Santa Claus.

Many families also like
to make special foods, like
fruitcake, gingerbread cookies, and candies. In addition
to sweets like these, families
might cook a goose or turkey for Christmas dinner,
which is often a big feast,
similar to Thanksgiving.
The holiday season
around Christmas is also
considered a time for being
with family and friends.
Many people hold Christmas
parties in their homes where

they invite family, friends and
colleagues to eat, drink and
spend time together. Many
people will also send letters
or cards to everyone they
know to wish them a merry
Christmas. On Christmas Eve,
families may go to church for
a few hours and then, after
Santa Claus brings presents
during the night, will open
gifts on Christmas morning.

Baking Christmas Cookies
By Brendan Woo

One important Christmas tradition is the making
(and eating!) of Christmas
cookies. These delicious
desserts delight people of all
ages throughout December.
Christmas cookies come in
all different kinds, but there
are three main categories:
drop cookies, cut-out cookies, and pressed cookies.
Drop cookies are often
chocolate, lemon, or almond
flavored. They are made by
simply “dropping” small balls
of dough and baking them,
making circular cookies.
Cut-out cookies are a
little more work, but are
more characteristic of the
Christmas cookie tradition.
To make cut-out cookies, the
dough is first rolled out so
that it is flat. Then, metal or
plastic tools – called cookie
cutters – are used to cut
shapes out of the dough,

which determines the shape
of the cookie. For Christmas,
common cookie cutter
shapes are Christmas trees,
wreaths, holly,
Santa Claus,
bells, stars, reindeer, angels,
and gingerbread
men
(and women!).
A gingerbread
man is a person-shaped
cookie, like in
the picture.
Cut-out cookies are usually
either sugar cookies (plain
vanilla flavor) or gingerbread cookies (made with
brown sugar and spices like
cinnamon and ginger).
Pressed cookies are
made by putting the dough
into a special jar. A handle
pushes the dough down to
the bottom of the jar, where
there is a small hole. The
shape of this hole can be

changed by putting different
pieces of metal into it, so
when the dough comes out
the cookies have many different shapes.
Christmas cookies
are usually
decorated,
too, using
red
and
green colored sugar,
white icing,
and small
candies to
make the cookies look
festive. Even small children
will help decorate Christmas
cookies!
Finally, it is important to
save some cookies every
year for Santa Claus. Traditionally, on Christmas Eve,
children will leave a plate of
cookies and a glass of milk
next to the fireplace for
Santa Claus, who enters the
house through the chimney!

XIUZHONG 2009-2010: A Year in Review
It was a busy year, as always, for the four teaching fellows at Xiuning Middle School. Apart from their regular activities, such as Library Hour and
Saturday night movies, and major projects described in other articles, some of the highlights from the year are summarized below:

the first event of the school year for Yale-China Fellows is the
school’s opening ceremony, which involves several speeches, one
of which is given in Chinese by a Fellow (this year, the task fell to
Brendan). The principal also presents the newly-arrived fellows with
their Certificates of Hiring.
In October, Fellows were treated to a weekend of music and fancy
meals at the lakeside outdoor concert “The Sound of Morningside,”
at Qiyunshan, a famous mountain in Xiuning. This was made
possible by Gerald Chan, Director of the Morningside Foundation and
generous supporter of
the Xiuzhong teaching
site for Yale-China.
Back at the school,
Fellows participated in
Sports Day, essentially
a school-wide track
and field meet. Most
of their involvement
was centered around
evaluating the English
essays students were
writing, but the last event of the competition was the teachers’ relay:
one team of four teachers from each grade, and one team composed
of the four foreign teachers. Even though the foreign teacher team
had significantly less depth than their Chinese colleagues’ teams,
the Fellows managed to put on quite a show – partly planned, partly
“spontaneous” – that included running in the wrong direction and
taking a spectacular spill on the track.

To round off the semester of festivities, the Fellows performed an
a cappella rendition of “Auld Lang Syne” in four-part harmony for each
class during the students’ New Year’s Eve parties.
The spring was filled with preparations for Aladdin, but there was
still time for other activities, including a daytrip to Hangzhou with
students and a trip up Huangshan with teaching fellowship alumni
Steve Platt and Jonathan Lowet. At the end of May, the Fellows
organized a 3-on-3 basketball tournament (though referee duties were
outsourced to Chinese teachers), and to end the year, Fellows were
commandeered to be “foreign guests” in a series of performances
put on by a local pre-school; they even traveled all the way to Hefei – a
four-hour drive – to be in the final performance.
Finally, as the school year came to a close, the Senior 2 students
arranged a series of parties and farewell activities for departing
Fellows Brendan and Michael. There were gifts, songs, cards, tears,
hugs, and – thankfully, for Brendan, who was the last one to leave –
help carrying luggage down the hill to the school gate.

Fellows Engage Xiuning Community
Outside the Classroom

Another highlight for students early in the semester included a video
chat that Brendan and Michael arranged with former Xiuning fellows
Ashley Nyquist and Veronica Hu. The students were able to see their
foreign teachers on a large screen, and as they came up to the camera
one by one to talk with their foreign teachers again, some of them
choked up and could barely speak.
Holidays always present an excellent opportunity for foreign
teachers to share about their culture in the classroom, but the
Fellows continued to take American holiday festivities beyond the
classroom, hosting a second annual haunted house for students and
preparing a full Thanksgiving dinner for a number of local teachers.
At Christmastime, Fellows created a festive atmosphere by decorating
their classrooms, stringing Christmas lights, and teaching carols for
students to sing around the school on Christmas Eve. They were even
featured on Xiuning TV, explaining foreign Christmas traditions to
the TV crew while making a show of opening presents from home.
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EACH GROUP OF FELLOWS in Xiuning finds its own ways of
interacting with the community, whether it is the school community
or the larger Xiuning community. One example from this past year is
first-year Fellow Annie’s Yale-Xiuzhong Journal, a two-page periodical
for which she solicited articles from students and other teaching
Fellows. She would then produce a layout, including vocabulary
sidebars, and distribute the publication to students. The Yale-Xiuzhong
Journal gives students a chance to practice their English reading skills
while learning about their foreign teachers and Western culture.

Another program organized at the school was Brendan’s “Senior
3 Advanced Reading Group.” Inspired by a student’s request for
extra practice reading material, the reading group was designed to
give Senior 3 students an opportunity to interact with the foreign
teachers (their intense study schedule generally prevents Senior 3
students from participating in Fellows’ classes and activities). The
reading content was geared towards challenging the most advanced
English students,
and ranged from
TIME magazine
articles to fiction by
Truman Capote to
the famous “Yes,
Virigina, there is
a Santa Claus”
editorial. The
students would
read the designated article during the week, then come to the English
Library on Sunday afternoon to discuss what they had read with
the Fellows.
Michael undertook a project that involved coordination with contacts
both within and outside the school community: replacing the windows
in the English Library, which were in extremely poor condition. Several
of them could not be latched closed, and almost all of them had
multiple panes of broken or missing glass. Continuously exposed to
the elements, the library was freezing in the winter, and the spring
rainstorms would damage and dirty the books; therefore, having
secured a donation to cover the costs, Michael made the necessary
arrangements for installing replacements. The work was completed
in April, and now the library offers a beautiful, unobstructed view of
the countryside behind the school. For assistance with projects of this
kind, Michael often enlisted his Chinese language tutor, allowing him
to realize “[his] tutor’s value
as a means of explaining
the detailed workings of the
school and other aspects
of bureaucracy, culture, or
daily life in China that remain
opaque to most foreigners.”

“Like local celebrities,
we’re treated with a
mixture of surprise,

Finally, Zoe pursued some
of her activities from the
comfort of her own room,
developing an expertise in
preparing Chinese subtitles
for the American movies the
Fellows show on Saturday
nights. She cites the hours
spent cueing, translating, and
typing as “the most fun and interesting” means of Chinese language
learning she has ever tried. Of course, she also ventured out into
Xiuning for various projects, befriending local shop proprietors along
the way. She would visit the local tailor’s to work on sewing Christmas
gifts, discuss knitting with the wife of the milk tea store owner, and
ask for advice in selecting a design at the cross-stitching store in
town. “Like local celebrities, we’re treated with a mixture of surprise,
tolerance, and maybe even a little pride,” she says. “I even feel like a
celebrity sometimes (and not always in a good way). Despite this, I
managed to learn a lot about life in Xiuning, though I didn’t realize it
until I got home to Alaska. Then all it took was one question about
life in China, and everything came pouring out.”

tolerance, and maybe

”

even a little pride...

Senior Fellows Take Last Chance
to Change Students’ Lives
AS THEY APPROACHED the end of their second year, senior

fellows Brendan and Michael felt motivated to use their last weeks
of class to reach out to their students at a much deeper level than
vocabulary and grammar.
“One of the great things about the Xiuning site,” says Brendan, “is the
fact that you get to teach the same students for two years. I think it is
a particularly rewarding experience to see your students grow – both
in English and in life.” This special connection drove the two secondyear fellows to find their own ways to leave their students with a lasting
impression.
Brendan chose to cover “Vice,” with an emphasis on smoking. He
says, “I began to notice students coming into class late, smelling of
cigarette smoke. I realized that smoking is so common in China that
my students had never experienced a whole-hearted Western-style antismoking campaign.” He decided to provide them with that experience.
For a couple weeks, the students’ listening comprehension exercises
were gruesome videos showing the damage that smoking does to the
body, and their reading exercises were about the effects of smoking on
families. After a few classes filled with horrified faces, the gratifying
moment came when two students brought in USB Flash drives and
asked for copies of the videos to show their fathers, in an effort to
get them to quit smoking. Other students reported in individual
meetings that several of their classmates had said they would never
smoke again.
Michael took a different approach. While planning his lessons, he
wrote, “As we approach the end of our fellowship I am hoping to bring
my teaching to a climax with a unit called ‘American Social Debates.’
After introducing students to seven issues considered controversial in
the US I asked them to vote on four that we will study in depth. And
so, this term we are studying animal rights, gun control, abortion, and
gay marriage.”
Each segment of the unit involved extensive preparation, both on the
teacher’s part and on the students’. Michael researched both sides of
the debate on each topic and presented the results to his students in
readings and discussions. He then formed teams of four students each
to debate each other, meeting with each team outside of class time to
help prepare their arguments. Finally, one day was reserved for each
of the four topics to allow the teams of students to engage in lively
debate on topics that are rarely discussed in China.
“Never would I have dreamed of broaching these topics at the
beginning of the fellowship,” says Michael. “Only after hundreds of
hours spent teaching, chatting in the library, directing our musical,
reading [student] journals, and showing movies on Saturday nights, do
I feel comfortable pushing these boundaries.”
He then sums up the feeling behind these end-of-year units in one line:
“I hope that I can affect more than just my students’ gaokao scores.”
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As the opening day approached, directors helped calm the nerves of the cast and crew
by serving a meal of such Western comforts as homemade tomato sauce (on Chinese
noodles), peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, and chocolate chip cookies. The new
venue’s more advanced facilities – complete with balconies, curtains, wings, theater
lighting, and a large backstage area – required some adjustments and meant that three
Fellows had to work backstage to coordinate cast and crew movements during the show;
for Annie, this meant alternating between backstage and her post at the piano, where
she provided all of the musical accompaniment.
For opening night, all seats and “Standing Room” tickets in the balcony sold out; for
the two performances together, there were about 400 audience members, including
high-ranking county government officials and Yale-China Fellows from other teaching
sites. The proceeds from ticket sales, totaling 1765 RMB, were donated to victims of the
Yushu earthquake in Qinghai.
After the performance, Zoe and Brendan produced a DVD of the performance, which
included photos, rehearsal videos, and subtitles in English and in Chinese for the entire
show. The DVDs were presented to all the participants at a cast party the week after the
play, a special keepsake from a memorable experience.

Watch the Xiuzhong production of Aladdin online!
Visit: http://tinyurl.com/xz-aladdin

Meet the new Xiuning Fellows
Yale-China is excited to introduce the newest Yale-China Teaching Fellows for Xiuning Middle School, who joined Zoe Durner-Feiler and
Annie Lin this fall. We thank outgoing Fellows Michael Schmale and Brendan Woo for their outstanding contributions to the program and
wish them all the best in the future.

DOUG ENDRIZZI (hometown: Scarborough, Maine) is starting his first year in Xiuning. While majoring in
physics at Yale, he also worked as a farm manager, public schools intern, and events coordinator for the Yale
Sustainable Food Project, and as a co-director and teacher through the Ulysses S. Grant Foundation. He was the
captain of the Yale Cycling Team and led FOOT orientation trips for incoming Yale freshmen. He is looking
forward to cycling around the countryside in Xiuning.
On choosing Xiuzhong, Doug says, “I still don’t understand who the Chinese people are or what China is, but I
think that teaching in Xiuning versus teaching at the other sites will give me the best understanding of modern
China. Most of the 1.3 billion people living in the country do not live in Beijing, Shanghai, or Hong Kong, but live
in more rural areas, like Xiuning. I hope to begin to understand how high school students and their families there
view the world, and contrast their perspective with my own very narrow white, academic, New England heritage.”

AARON REISS (hometown: Carlsbad, California) is also an avid biker: while he was at Yale, he worked with the
New Haven Bike Collective and in New Haven’s High School in the Community, teaching bicycle construction,
maintenance, and repair. An environmental studies major, he was a farm manager through the Yale Sustainable
Food Project, worked on an organic farm in Italy, and did independent research in southeast India on an
Environmental Studies Summer Fellowship.
Anticipating life in Xiuning while he was studying Chinese in Beijing this summer, Aaron said, “I’m most
excited about falling into a new rhythm, making time to cook and read. I’m excited to get to know the market,
and the people in the community. And to get out of the congestion of Beijing, I’m excited for the blue sky, and
the winter!” While he is immersing himself in life at Xiuzhong, however, he also hopes to have time to explore
neighboring villages.
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